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This is an attempt to bridge the wireframes and markups to drupal and contexts module.  The direct mapping to
implementation of this would not be plausible without contexts module.

context tag paths conditions descriptions

homepage / path=<front> home page for site

meta_exhibit /exhibits/<meta exhibit
name>

 home page for set of
related exhibits.  pick a
random one at a time.

exhibit_homepage /exhibits/<exhibit name> view=exhibit_node_page_view home page for exhibit

exhibit_section  /exhibits/<exhibit name>/* all pages within exhibits

exhibit_subsection  /exhibits/<exhibit name>/*/* all pages within exhibits 
except exhibit homepages

artifact_page   

people_index /researchers   

people_index_exhibit_context /exhibits/<exhibit
name>/researchers 

MAY NEVER USE  

people detail page NEVER APPEARS   

people index    

homepage:
lower left:  "browse research topics"
right & center:  pick a random exhibit and have same content as an exhibit homepage

exhibit section
upper left: exhibit_nav
lower left: exhibit keywords tag cloud

exhibit homepage (is an exhibit_section)
upper left: exhibit_nav
lower left: exhibit keywords tag cloud
center top: exhibit_node_page_view
bottom center:  related exhibits
upper right:   related artificacts

exhibit meta.  same as exhibit homepage, but always has content from primary exhibit of section
exhibit subsection (is an exhibit_section)

same as exhibit section, except center top content
 people index

upper left:  exhibit nav



lower left:  "browse research topics"
top center:  researcher index (links to to external sites)
top right:  not sure.  may not be space

name type description edit url  

browse research topics tag
cloud
block
view

all keywords from biblio publications
linking to keyord list itself:
artifacts/keyword/prose learning

  

exhibit_node_page_view view a view of a single exhibit content type
with video, exhibit description, etc.

admin/build/views
/edit/exhibit_node_page_view

 

slideshow  major image in center, 3 related image in
side, rotate major image with button for
more exhibits.

  

meta exhibit layout  default to same as a single exhibit, first,
pick particular one for now, possibly
random. 

  

exhibit_nav block,
menu

Menu of all exhibits, with current exhibit
expanded.

  

exhibit keywords tag
cloud

block tag cloud of keywords related to articles
related to current exhibit. Link to
keyword content page
(artifacts/keywords/<keyword>)

  

related artifiacts block,
view

artifcacts mentions in video. stay in
context

  

related exhibits block,
view

exhibits that share the same controlled
vocabulary

  

     

     

     


